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Januar y 21 , 1980

B ES GESTAE
~-

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL STUDENT WEEKLY

·:

Computer LAW u RA~ ''THIRD" REVOLUTIONSOlves I.L.P.AN22 AND ITs OONSEQUENCES
Problems UNiv. oF M
980

ANN ARBOR , MI . -- Anyone who has used the
Index to Legal Periodicals in doing basic
research knows that it is one of the most
frustr ating t ools in the Law Library.
For one t h i ng , it has no sub categories;
for another, i t has onl y two subject references per ar t icle; for a third, it is
cumulated i nfrequently so that one must
use several supplements.
Help is on t he way in the form of a new
computerized " I ndex to Legal Literature",
spons ored by t he American Association of
Law Libraries .
This n ew s ervice will index 660 Legal
and genera l per iodicals (as opposed to the
375 now indexed in the I . L.P.). Each
article wi ll be indexed with an unlimited
number df subj e c t headings, which will be
broken into subheadings . The Index will
be cumulated each month so that users
wil l only have to read through one alphabet.(i.e ., there are no supplements)
The new s ervi ce is available in both
paper and mic r ofilm forms , and the U-M
terminal i s expected to be installed in
March~
It wi l l be placed in the microfilm
room at t he west end of the Reading Room
because it i s too large to stay in the
Periodical s section.
The main prob l em with t his service is
t hat it i s not retrospective. That is, it
will not cover articles published before
January 1 , 1980 . However , in time i t
should be an extremely valuable research
t ool. The Law Library will continue its
subscript ion to the I.L.P. until it is
clear t ha t the new service is sufficient.

l ~ ARBOR, MI-- Daniel Bell, a Harvard
URf'Jersity sociology professor and social
commentator, has been chosen to deliver
the 1979-80 William W. Cook Lectures on
American Institutions. These lectures ,
to be presented this Tuesday - Thursday
· in Rackham Amphitheatre, will deal with
technology and the "revolution" in the
communications sciences.
Professor Bell has had a long career
in Communications, serving as a staff
writer and managing editor of "The New
Leader" from 1940-44, as managing editor
of "Common Sense" and on the editorial
board of "Fortune" Magazine from 19481958. Most recently he was a co-founder
of "The Public Interest", a leading journal featuring analysis of public policy
options, in 1965, and is presently chairman of the journal's publications committee.
He has also written many books on such
subjects as the cultural aspects of capitalism, the radical right, socialism in
the U.S., and education.
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Dear Editor and Studen ~ Body:
In keeping with a tr a dition of support
and encouragement of women in the legal
profession, Campbell Chapter of Phi
Alpha Delta Law Fraternity International
wishes to express concern over a recent
trend at the Universtiy of Michigan Law
School to downplay the specific and le gitimate needs of women law students .
Specifically, Campbe l l Chapter recognizes the need for an rihgbib' Women's
Law Students' Association.
he nontraditional role of women as lawyers and
the status of women as a minority at
this law school make c Lear the need for
a continuing resource organization for
women. Connnents to the! effect that
women have achieved pa ~ ~ i ty, either in
this law school or the legal profession,
exhibit a naivete ill- suited to this
academic environment.
In addition, Campbel l Chapter wishes
to encourage efforts t o offer courses
with a legal approach t:o women's rights
and concerns. Suggest i ons that such
courses are not academi cally valid as
legal studies demonstra te a lack of
knowledge of the issues and laws relating
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to women.
Campbell Chapter hopes that there
can be a satisfactory resolution to
the current conflict over students ·
teaching undergraduate Women and the ·c
Law without disruption to this impor· c
tant Womens Studies offering.
<
Phi Alpha Delta encourages women ir !
the profession and the Fraternity.
1
We hope that faculty and students
will take a close look at their attitudes toward women, and recognize
that the problems of unequal treatment of women and other minorities i rr
society and the legal profession are 1
still present.
1
We urge you to voice support for
women students and organizations at 1 ,
the law school.
--CAMPBELL CHAPTER
PHI ALPHA DELTA LAW FRATERNITY

This Friday:

****

THE GREAT ESCAPE ****
Starring Steve McQueen, James Garner
Charles Bronson, James
Coburn & David McCallum
One show only : 7:07 pm in Rrn 100 H. H
Admission: $1.50 - law students %
price with I.D.

~
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Continuing our series oo the pictures in
the Hutchins classroans, we present:
Hutchins Hall Roan 116 - Because of the renovation, the plan to locate State Supreme Court
Justices here has been abandoned. Those
pictures are now located in the Mbot Court
Roan, with the federal trial judges.
Hutchins Hall Roan 118 - Distinguished nonlawyer altmni:
1. Arthur Daley colurrn on Branch Rickey
2. W. Branch Rickey, JD 1911, baseball
executive
3. Warwick M. Downing, JD 1895, Parks
development
4. Stuart A. Perry, JD 1896, joUrnalism
5. Thanas I. Undenvood, JD 1923, co-founder,
Chicago Lyric Opera
6. Cornelius Kelley, JD 1898, Anaconda Copper

I I don It know about the rest of you,
·out I have noticed that I am not always
overjoyed by the prospect of going to
class. When this happens, I usually
grumble that the contents of the lecture
are unimportant, repetitive or boring.
This is merely a rationalization, however. t-:y reluctance to attend class is
reall y based on a number of other
factors.
For one thing, I have to get out of
bed to go to class.
For another, I miss out on all sorts
of daytime TV. (Several acquaintances
of mine solved this problem by forming
a "study group". They took turns staying home from T & E so that they could
Co.
be kept up to date on All My Children.)
7.
Henry
H. Metcalf, JD 1865, journalism
And going to class can be harmful to
F. Fauri, JD 1933, social work
8.
Fedele
your health. That person sitting behind
9.
Joseph
B.
Steere, JD 1870, Zoology
you with the cold is a walking disaster.
10.
Harrison
Jones,
JD 1910, Coca-Cola, Inc.
As he/she sneezes on your neck and leans
11.
Jesse
Jay
Ricks,
JD 1903, Union Carbide
over to request a Kleenex, he/she is
&
Carbon
Co.
condemning you to weeks of stuffy-nosed
misery . Furthermore, if you're allergic 12. Charles Beardsley, JD 1899, Miles Laboratories, Inc.
to dust this place could kill you.
13.
Charles
L. Watrous, JD 1865, horticulturist
Not to mention stress--that little
14.
Merton
S.
Rice, JD 1920, Preacher
item which could lead to heart attacks
15.
Sewell
Lee
Avery, JD 1894, rttltgcm=ry
and strokes. My blood pressure doubles
·
Ward
&
Co.
every time I have to sit next to Perci16.William A. Muehl, JD 1944, Professor of
val Prepared-For-Class, III. He's the
Divinity, Yale ·
one who arrives every day with a typed
17.
Horace W. Dewey, JD 1950, Professor of
outline of ALL of the reading assignSlavic Studies .
ment. He's also the person who looks
18.
Joseph
F. Sartori, JD 1881, Banking
most disgusted when the professor calls
Samuel
Poole
Weaver, JD 1907, insurance
19.
on me (who hasn't read anything since
20.
William
C.
Mullendore,
JD 1916, President,
they handed me my course schedule--with
Southern
California
Edison
the possible exception of a Wheaties
21. Charles Walsh, JD 1893, country bankerbox).
· poet-folklorist
If I have an 8 a.m. class, I inevit22.
Earl D. Babst, JD 1894, ILD 1951, Amarican
ably sit next to someone with the foreSugar & Refining Co.
sight to bring coffee .. someone who
Continued on p . 10
drinks every drop obl Lvious to my caffeine withdrawal tremors. This is also
the person who never Cails to greet me
of b6oks and papers fall out. The
with an extraordinariLy cheerful "good
bulletin board carries a message that
morning" whenever I happen to be extraI should see Mrs. Betts IMMEDIATELY.
ordinarily hung-over.
E~O. grades are posted--my name is
And if all that weren't enov.gh,
printed on the bathroom wall. The
Hutchin$ Hall is fraught with booby
_vending machines are empty and so is
traps. When I finally get up the neve
my stomach ....
to skip class, I en~ up in the elevator
But after all things could be worse.
with the professor. When I open my
It could be time for finals and I could
locker door, three yetrs aceu1Tlulation
be moaning, "Oh why didn' t I. go to
-~G:l_a_s.s mo.~e- ~:f:~!l-·"

·
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.· -·
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'llhe s-ttud'e l1t PIJ.NCEMENT . COMMIT-,.':'EE .will
me:et- this 'Ilhurs , .Tan:. 2.4· at 12 : 0\.f) (noo·

The first rrleet:tng of the Law Club R:ate'
Committee will' h~- Thursday, . ~aiL· 24· a·t:
2: 30 p. m'. L6c'a tion iS· tne Fa'eulty
Dining Room.
All rate· c6tbrilfttee'. meetirig_s a'r e _ open~ ,
and will be ~ c·overe:d by the RG.., PJ:eacs,e
come and' g:±ve u'$' y'our sugges t ·:iiotils :EoiE
the LB:w Club. , This; :i:s the' grOup tha1t
will re·cotrimemd rates to the Boa-r d of
Governors ~o·r· the 19B'0-8t' a·ead~rnie year ..
Changes fri' services, sngges;t::Econ·s t :o ·
make the c·lub better '~.· more efficient·
etc. are welcomed.
If you can.·' t a·ttertd',
please feel free to drop off your sug•
gestiorts in writing. to· the Bu,ildi.n g.
Director, Diane, or to th:e tn.a:.J::n desk of
the LaWyers Cl~b.
.
Participate in making. the Law Club the
kind of place you want it to be.
-j

•

*

*
Al~

:tn· Rm•.212· ~B:rt:Ll\;gt ytl>lil~ l -unch) . · The,
11
CommitteeJ' is, n:O<'t! r;ea1Iy a formal L·~om
mttttee., bu't ra:,t:n.'e r our meetings are
qpert . to an~yone. who is imtteres ted in t ~
Ji.e:gaL ca,reelT G·ot\.a.e:rns e:f the student
btt>d'y. We work to he'] Ji>' a·li students,
l>ut with over 6.0'0 private law firms
interviewing on campus each year, our
emphasj:s has· been on ''fa.lt:.emative''
sec:eors o'f the le-gal pr0·f :ession. Idea
at: this time incl&<:le an '''a lternative
practices" conference for this winter,
pr0d:Uoti6n of a brochure on funding
souyees for public interest jobs, and
generally increasing information on ho'
to find those jobs. If you'd like to
wG:ntk on these ideas or have some of
y&ur own, please drop by the meeting
or call me. Thanks.
-Bob Hagelshaw (996-5572)

'

* '

students interested in being ORIENtATION
LEADERS this sUIIIrer (May 26-28) an.d/or this .
fall (AuguSt 24-26) . are urged to attend cme of
the upcoming meetings. Dean EklUr:ld will explain
just Ml.at the orientation leading experience
entails, including the fringe benefits. She
will hand out some materials . and eX:plain the
training program. Even if you are the least bit:
curious, please attend one of the meet:i:hgs to
be held:
Tuesday, February 5 at 2 :30 in Rm 218 H.H.
Thursday, Februacy 7 at 2:30 in Rm 218 H.H.
Direct any questions to Dean Eklund or Crispin
Bimbaun in 307 H.H. See you there,

*

*

*

*

*

Attention LA RAZA, GUILD MEMBERSand
anyone interested in helping the FARM
LABOR ORGANIZING COMMITTEE:
F.L.O.C. needs law students to conduct phone interviews to establish doc
umentation for a change of venue motio·
Anyone interested must attend a training session TONIGHT . at 6:30p.m. in
the N.L.G. office, Rm 302 Lawyers Club
The interviewing will take place for
4~5 hours on one day either this Fri,
Sat, or Sunday in Ann Arbor or Toledo.

*

Any student who has not settled his or her
account (either paid a debt 'or received a refund)
must do so THIS WEEK in Dean Eklund's of:Hce or
we will be fo~ced to cancel your registration.
All students who were enrolled in winter 1979
should have received something in the mail about
this. If you did not receive a statement in
the mail, stop by the office to see us.
Please note that we will give refunds for all
amounts, including those less than $10.

*

- ~·

*

This year ·, s TRANSFER STUDENTS AND
TRANSFER .t.EADERS are urged to attend ·a
ID:eeting with ]Jean Eklund on Tuesday, Jan.
29 at 2:30p.m. in Rm 218. There will
be a discus ·s ion ·of the orientation program for · transfer students and how t ·o
improve it. We welcome all your ideas
so come help us plan for next year.
(More notices on p. 12)

.
4

*

*

. The Lawyers Club DISCUSSION SERIES .
is planning to continue this term with
a greater emphasis on the discussion
Aspect of the meetings. Topics this '
term are: Jan: First Year Professors
will meet to discuss the first year
law experience.
F~eb: The Quality of Law·:tStudent and
Attorney Life, with discussions withl
p:t·a cticing attorneys and people from 1
various agencies.
March: The Level of Competency amon:
the practicing Bar,, with discussion :
with judges on their observations. . ,
Due to the larg·e turnouts, we expect
t:'0 have a short large-group informa- : ,
itJ..'o nal meeting, and then break into
rs maller discussion groups. Any sug- ·
ge:stions for more s7ssim;s are welcome
Plea·se leave them w1th D1ane at the L ,;,

I.

NIGHTS MANAGED CHEAP... This week all that I can manage is a 'Very short mini-coltmn. There
are a couple of things going on which just have to be m=ntioned in the RG. First is that the
YEARLY DELIBERATIONS OF 1HE lAWYERS CLUB RATE COMMI'ITEE are about to begin! This ccmnittee
is headed, this year, by JOE WACKERMAN. The cormrl.ttee actually has a year-round function as
the LSSS Residential Polj cy Comnittee but it is during the next two mnths that it actually
becanes exciting. The conmi.ttee reviews the entire Lawyers Club budget and activities for the
past year and then furnishes the Lawyers Club Board of Governors with a suggested rate increase
(or no increase at all, mlikely given current inflation rates). Since the Lawyers Club has a
certain aroount of autonomy vis-a-vis the University Housing Department, this means that by
careful work the RA'IE CCM1I'ITEE can keep our armual increases below those of the rest of the
University. Last year (my figures may not be exact, but are close) the corrmittee kept the rate
increase to about 3-4% less than the percent figure the rest of the University experienced.
The RATE CCM1I.'ITEE also reviews a lot of other things fran the budget standpoint . .· For exarrq:>le,
the number of slices of cheese which should go with a serving at lunch; or, whether the budget
can stand a couple of small floodlights to keep the quad from being quite so dangerously dark
in the middle of the night. Anyone who knows me knows that I am not a bureaucrat, nor am I an
apologist for bureaucrats. Bear that in mind reading this next sentence: AN INDIVIDUAL STUDENT,
ATTENDING AND SPEAKING FORTH Kr RATE COMMITI'EE MEETINGS CAN STRONGLY INFLUENCE, IF NOT
DETERMINE, MANY lAWYERS CLUB POLICIES AND CONDITIONS FOR~ YEAR. Anyone who plans to live
in the Club next year who does not participate in this committee has no grounds for complaint
next year. The first meeting will be Thursday at, I think, 2:30 PM in the Faculty Dining Room.
Jmy 'Lawyers Club resident is welcome. If you have any questions contact Joe at 4-9048, or ask
the Lawyers ClUb Diirector, Diane Nafranowitz. BASIC SELF DEFENSE ClASSES are being held each
Monday and Thursday evening of this senester in the Main Lounge of the Lawyers Club. These are
taught by GEORGE COLE ( 4-8961) . They are free, and you needn't attend each one to keep up with
the lessons , they ~e designed so that anyone at any level can corne in and practice or learn
during any lesson. If you have any questions , see George. INCONSIDERACY is personified by
those persons who carne to visit residents and bang on other resiaents' ground floor windows to be
let in. Many disturb people sleeping or studying and rarely even_..,pff~r Si ' "t9e,pk you" in rettm1..
Please arrange some other way for your visitors to get in.
_....--e, J / t-..,/ /
SCRAl-1BLE-BESGmffil.E by Stuart Logan
Distinguished Alumni
Seven groups of letters appear below. To solve the puzzle: (1) Rearrange the first group of
letters to spel l the name of a former member of the U.S. Supreme Court. Write that name in
the row of squares adjacent, thereby assigning a numeral to each letter in . the name. Continue
this procedure until all seven groups are unscrambled and each letter is assigned a numeral.
(2) Beside each row of squares is a lsit of numerals. Find the letters corresponding to those
numerals and unscramble the letters to reveal the law school from which the justice graduated.
RAGY
SADVI
PURHYM
BOTSRER
TEDUGERL
DYSLOCMERN
DAVEVTANNER

I

;z..

3

1

5

b

"1

g

ll.

I}

1\'

I I

,,
,.. ,
•0

"/-

'l.~

7,14,20,23,28,42,47
~

IS

8,8,14,29,31,32,36,42

Ri -i, ~ I
'l.'l

L1

>5 "llo

'-;r -,'!>Z '11".

6,26,35,50

,,

··.~~ -

~-- ~

~ "<ii li~ ~ 1-;,s

-J1 ~
~"

3,8,13,15,26,27,36,40,42,43,46,48

•;J.d

~

~1 ,

i

2,17,17,32,37,38,39,47

111

·;

~0

~..-

'+

so

6,8,8,8,29,4],43,51

Sll

3,8,8,8,21,32,32,36,43,48

answer:
f~VMMf9MfS---~H~N¥hHffMVh

VfN¥h~~sMNed---s~~ege~
M~~rM~rw---xMa~ftM

VfMf9~fh---9ff~8MnH~9H

H~Vt:---SfhVff

eaVMe~es---HsaH~~ft~

ffiiVh~VH---t:VMS

·.· ...

.ACROSS . Cont inu:ed
:64 Famous architect
-65 Hammett's The
'66
of Man
67 Musical instrument
69 Sea eagle
70 Legal claim
71 Man's name meaning ' "gainer of property"
72 '"No" to Ivan
7 3 C.I.A. predecessor
74 Belonging to author of Two Years. Befor·e
the Mast

--

DOvJN
1

Brand name of some TV's

2 Reqtiiein
3

Yielding no further moisture

4 Othello
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
24
28
3d
32
33
34
35
36
38
41

ACROSS
1 Joint
5 Author of Metamorpho s is
10 Order
14 Medley
15 Edible bulb
16 Incite
17 Infamous fiddler
18 Works hard (Brit.)
19 Money in Roma (pl)
20 Tree in Norse mythology
23 Holmesi companion
25 Twelve months (abbr)
26 Greek letter
27
circumstances beyond our control
29 Safe-cracker
31 Explosive
35 Hebrew month
37 _-happy
39 Renting
40 Chatters idly
42 Hashmarks on gridiron
43 Late Chinese leader
44 "I" in Wuppertal
4 5 ""King" to Juan
46 Time period
48 Mendacities
50 Nation's capital
51 Egyptian deity
52
, Brute
56 Spanish national hero
58 Lifts
61 Article
62 Order of rabbits

47

49
51
52
54
55
57
59
60
63
64
65
68

Boxer's goal
Prefix meaning ''' against''
Lea
-tow
Responded
Folly
Eye part
Prefix meaning "pertaining to fields"
Suffix meaning "plus ten"
Fisherman
Coated with sweetener
~ilitary command
duckling
Time zone
"Shoot for"
Deoxyribonucleic acid
Alter
Old womanish
Rod-shaped
Mental disorder
Mutiny
Gestae
of ring
Mature
Cinder
Headband; tapeworm
Labor organizations
Musical syllable
Borders on shields
Bandaged
Venus de
Chess piece
Lion's lair
Female name

Type

Answer on p.7

.·.
6
'

Remember Earth Day? With the boost in
awareness generated in the early 1970's,
!enormous strides were made in environlmental issues. But later in the decade
!these victories became scapegoats for
!the nation's economic and energy woes.
~he 1980's have been declared by one
lgroup to be "the second environmental
decade." Making the decade live up to
ithis name will be quite a challenge.
I The Environmental Law Society was
formed in the 1970's by a group of U-M
law students interested in educating
themselves on issues while helping to
shape their outcome. ELS contributed
significantly to many major issues-from the Tellico Dam to Toxic Substances.
ost recently, ELS lobbied successfully
for the passage of the Michigan Wetlands
ct.
This semester ELS members have proosed to address a plethora of issues.
LS will hold a general meeting on
riday, Jan. 25 to discuss the proposals.
TOXICS--Pollution .of our environment
y tox~c substances may become the top
. nvironmental issue of the 1980's. What
an we do when we discover contaminated
. ater supplies? Who pays for the cleanp? How can we prevent similar problems
'n the future? These are legal questions
hich need to be answered. A project
ocussed on specific toxic hazard sites
'n Michigan is proposed.
MICHIGAN WETLANDS ACT IMPLEMENTATION-fter years of debate Michigan finally
as a Wetlands Protection Act. ELS may
ndertake a project in cooperation with
ther Michigan organizations to ensure
ffective implementation of the new law.
1

1
1

BOTTLE BILL FOLLOWUP--ELS was instrumental in achieving passage of
Michigan's returnable bottle law.
Several other states have had or will
have referenda calling for similar
laws. The .effects of the Michigan law
have often been cited by both proponents and opponents of such laws in
other states. There is presently no
coherent information package on how
Michigan's bottle bill has actually
worked out. ELS members may compile
this information and distribute it to
proponents of bottle referenda in
other states.
NUCLEAR ENERGY RATE STRIKE--The
Arbor Alliance, an anti-nuclear group,
is planning a regional electric rate
strike to protest construction of the
Fermi II plant. Consumers would withhold 40% of their bills--the portion
which goes into nuclear energy development. Although the company cannot
cut off electricity without a hearing,
questions as to the strikers' and
utility's legal status must be answered.
OTHER ISSUES--This is merely a
sampling of the kind of projects
being discussed. Other issues include
solar energy access legislation, protection of Michigan sand dunes, winter
navigation in the Great Lakes, drafting
a gravel mining ordinance, and Rare II
classification of the Upper Peninsula.
To find out more, come to the general
meeting, or stop by at the Environmental Law Society Office, Room 112, Legal
Research.

University of &n .Diego
INTERESTED IN SPECIALIZING?

LL.M. IN TAXATION
LL.M. IN CRIMINAL LAW
•
Teaching Fellowships Available
•
•
Full-time and Part-time Programs Offered
•
• Quality Programs of a Fully Accredited law School •
For

deto~ils conto~ct:

.

Ms. Mary Lehto
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
School of L~w
Gr~du~te Progr~m

.

Alai~ P~rk
Diego, CA 92110
(714) 293-4526
~n

U.S. D. does not discriminue on the b~sis of rue, sex, color, religion, .tge, n,uionJI origin,
.tncestry, or h.tndlcap in its policies ind proarams.
·

. . '1 979 _-·_ ·:aeport:
ltu4ent.l2ullded

problems with United Parcel Service, and veter- 1
ans' disability benefits. I also wound up doin~
my share of office work.
1
I also learned about the difficulties facing
public interest law firms. LELO was constantly
short on fundsf was fighting most of its cases
against the "best" Seattle law firms, and had
a semi-retired 76·.;·:year-old unsympathetic judge
sitting on its major precedent case. Indeed,
LELO's financial condition is (or was) so precarious that the office may be non-existent by
the time this report is published.

The experiences of fellowship recipients this
summer were highly successful, as the following
excerpts from their reports to the SFF Board
indicate. There wer no "disasters" (i.e., no
employers went broke, although one came close),
and the jobs seemed to provide good learning experiences across the board. One frequent complaint: Public interest law agencies are not
accustomed to having law student assistance, and
so do not always use their summer talent efficiently. With continued support from SFF and
other sources, however, public interest organizations may be able to develop well-planned summer programs along the lines of those in large
private firms. The reports which follow are
· more or less verbatim from the original reports,
with some editing. Full reports are available
upon request, including each person's opinion
on the value of the program.
We would like to express our appreciation to
everyone who contributed or otherwise helped,
and hope you will continue to support SFF. If
you are interested in working on this year's
campaign, please contact one of the Board
members:
Dave Kantor, '80 662-9378
Ed Krauland, '80 769-7968
Stu Gasner, '81 .995-5114
Rick Hoffman, '81 995-1825
Kerry Kircher, '81 662 - 8416

1
1

STEVEN D. BROWN--NORTHWEST LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT
LAW OFFICE, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON:
LELO is sponsored by the Alaska Cannery Workers Association, an organization of mostly Filipino laborers who spend the summer working in
Alaska salmon canneries, and the United Construction Workers Association, an organization of
black construction workers in the Seattle area.
LELO's primary legal activity has been to bring
Title VII labor discrimination suits on behalf
of the above and other minority, or dissident
union, workers.
Most of my time was spent doing research, answering interrogatories, and attending depositions. Our clients were attacking cannery company policies as having virtually no non-whites
in higher-paying "skilled" jobs (although 50%
of the cannery workforce is traditionally nonwhite) and maintaining segregated housing and
messing facilities. Such practices had gone unchecked and were difficult to prosecute because
the seasonal and migratory nature of cannery work
made company records and plaintiffs difficult to
locate. In addition, I worked on cases involving
discrimination against black electricians,

SHERRIE GUESS--CONNECTICUT LEGAL SERVICES, INC. ,
NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT:
The New London office was staffed by three
attorneys, two paralegals, and three clerical
workers. The main divisions deal with problems ]
of consumers, senior citizens, domestic rela- J
tions, juveniles, and housing. I was formally
associated with the housing task force but was
also involved to some degr~e in cases in the
other areas as well.
I spent a good portion of my time doing in- '
take interviews with prospective clients to de-;
termine whether they were
eligible for legal
.
(
services and to ascertain what the legal problems were, if any. In addition I did research,'
drafted complaints, and negotiated settlement (
terms. Most of the clients I handled were involved in landlord-tenant disputes and were at
E
some stage of being evicted from their homes.
The case I spent most of my time on was a
suit which CLS is attempting to bring against
the City of New London. CLS is seeking relo- ·
cation benefits for sixteen families which were
displaced by a restoration project. Administrative hearings were held throughout the sum~
mer before a hearing officer of the Office of
Economic Development, Housing Division. I was
permitted to .participate fully in these hearing
even so far as to directly examine witnesses.
PAUL LEDER--GREATER BOSTON LEGAL SERVICES,
BOSTON, MASS. :
GBLS has 12 or 13 neighborhood offices and
central office in downtown Boston. I worked
East Boston, a largely Italian, middle to low
income area that has been in the news recently
because of racial incidents in its schools and
streets.
Much of my work involved cases that were
opened before the summer and were not closed
during my stay. These projects included:
1) a consumer fraud class action against an
Continued on p. 9
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Student Funded Fellowship Reports continued:
ambulance company that overcharged medicaid
recipients by charging the recipients directly
ra ther than submitting the bill to medicaid;
2) a class action against the state welfare
agency charging that it was using illegal
procedures in over 15,000 cases;
3) a suit against the City of Boston charging
it with misuse of Community Development Block
Grant funds;
4) an intervenor's class action against an
attempt by HUD. to invalidate the city's rent
control laws in respect to any project involving HUD money.
I also worked on cases involving only one tenant
or less than $100. In most of these single
client cases, I met directly with our client and
received an excellent . chance to learn interviewing and trial preparation skills.
DAVID MENDEZ--UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, SAN JUAN,
PUERTO RICO:
While clerking for the U.S. Attorney I was exposed to many matters vitally concerning the
public interest. I participated in civil and
criminal areas such as defense of the Secretary
of HEW concerning Social Securitylitigation,
bankruptcy and governmental loan default proceedings, prosecution of drug-running ship · owners
and the resultant confiscation and forfeiture
f the vessels involved. prosecution involving
civilians demonstrating on government military
facilities; tbrt actions against a governmental
employee, and equal opportunity employment raial discrimination actions.
1

ICHARD SCHIRTZER--BROOKLYN LEGAL SERVICES
ORP, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK:
I worked at BLSC, a large Legal Service office
n the New York City chain known as CALS (Commuity Action for Legal Services). There were
bout twenty full time attorneys in the office
nd as many summer interns.
I worked for the Directing Attorney on a numer of large and varied projects. Unlike most
aw students in the office, who handled their
wn caseloads, my work was primarily in major
egislative and class action cases. I spent
uch time working on a suit brought on behalf
f all the handicapped children in New York City
ho were not in the appropriate state and
aderally mandated special education programs.
y duties included research, interviewing plainiffs, assisting in the discovery process, and
reparing many of the legal papers.
My office was also active in the area of housng reform, and one of my major projects was
reparing comments on the newly proposed HUD
ection 8 Housing Regulations. Specifically, I
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documented the inadepuacy of these proposed
regulations in the area of housing for the handicapped.
I also worked with a citizens' committee to
oversee the progress of the studies being done
under UMTA Section 32l(a). This section requires the Department of Transportation to conduct an architectural survey to determine the
costs of making Mass Transit systems accessible
to the handicapped.
Another interesting activity I was engaged in
was assisting the Director in various lobbying
efforts. Particularly, in an attempt to amend
the Administration's new Welfare Reform Bill
to include a cost-of-living increase for the
institutionalized Medicaid recipients. The
amount they receive for this has not increased
since 1969, even though all other SSI recipients
have gotten cost of living increases.
STEVE ZARIS--WASHTENAW COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER'S
OFFICE, WASHTENAW COUNTY, MICHIGAN:
My first month or so was spent· doing research
that did not result in written projects. Much
of the work handled by the office is done informally and without briefs or with "standardized" briefs. This work included developing
defense theories, marshalling case law, and
upgrading previous work.
Each clerk was encouraged to follow a case
through . to see it develop from pre-trial proceedings to final disposition. I prepared
briefs on a wide range of criminal law topics,
such as whether defense counsel could testify
as to defendant's incompetency to stand trial
and what the exact standards are for the judge's
informing defendant of his rights pursuant to
a plea of guilty.
The clerks occasionally accompanied the office
investigator on trips to the jail, to hospitals,
and to scenes of incidents in order to gather
evidence, retrieve records, and make photographic exhibits. I also spent some time on the
phone trying to track down witnesses and obtain
statements. The only tedious work was keeping
the library current, and even that was not too
bad.
The clerks, to some extent, suffered from the
discontent and disillusionment that afflicts an
office where the attorneys are underpaid, frequently overworked, and up against the greater
resources of the police and prosecution. More
importantly, I learned of the pressures of
criminal defense work,. what it is like to be
caught in the tension between hoping to change
the law and serving the client's immediate in~
terests, .and to have to reconcile the likelihood
of guilt with adherence to procedural and substantive ideals.
Continued ~:>n p • 10

SFF REPORTS . (Cont.inued from Pa·g e . 9) · .
t have sta yed at the office on a part-time
basis and atn presently investigating a possible '
challenge to the Criminal Sexual Conduct Code
for the Legjslature's failure to comply with
Any movie featuring: Jan e Fon da and
procedural requirements in its passage and
Robert Redford is bound to supply a
publication.
good dose ef ethics along with some

El ectric!

ROBERTA KOCHMAN·, DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE,
KINGS COUNTY, NEW YORK:
Not available at time of pri:nt:ing.
1979 SFF Financial Statistics:
Pledged .
.$3500.00
Award'ed . . • . . • . . • . 3000. 00*
Received . • . . . . . • . . ~73~ . 30
Balance from 1978 campaign
405.00
Expenses for 1979 campaign
11.60**
TOTAL BALANCE
$1132.70
*Awards are made :fn the Spring so that recipients will have the money available during the
Summer. Awards are made from a loan from the
Dean's discretionary funds. This loan is paid
back when the donations are actually received,
usually late Summer. We must estimate a rate
of nonpayment of pledges to assure our hav:·ing
enough money to repay the loan. This year we
were extremely fortunate in that our donations
exceeded our pledges. The balance will be
used to fund students in 1980.
**Most of the campaign operating expenses were
paid for by a grant from the Michigan Student
Assembly, The item above was for pr i nting expenses not covered by grants from the Law
School Student Senate and the MSA.

Continuec £n:x.:1 p. 3
23. Dan Earle McGugin, JD 1904, Vanderbilt
football coach
24. William H.H. Beadle, JD 1867, General of
the Anny

25 . Andrew G. McLaughlin, JD 1885, history
(photo in HH 118)
Hutchins Hall R6001 120 - This room is devoted
to; Iegisl ators , Chiefly to United States
Senators ~

i.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11 .

Cartoon Walpole's Parliament
Cartoon The Politician
Charles F. Townsend, Class of 1883,
Michigan
William W. vJarner, Class of 1862, Missouri
Henry F. Ashurst, JD 1904 , Arizona
Burton K . Wheeler, JD 1905, YJOntana
Gilbert M. Hitchcock, JD . l881, Nebraska
Jose Tomas Canales, JD 1899, Texas legislator, noted advocate for Spanishspeaking Texans
Cushman K. Davis, LLD 1886, Minnesota
William H. King, JD 1887, Utah
Mary Geigus Coulter, JD 1885, Utah legi-

superlative acting. The Electric
Horseman is such a, mo:vie.
Fonda, cast once again as an investigative television reporter doing battle
with a wicked corporation, is enchanting. Although the issues in Electric
Horseman are no les:s important than
those in China Syndrome, Ele.ctric
Horseman is not really a political
movie. Rather, it is an old-fashioned
romantic comedy in the Gable-Lombard
tradition.
Re,dford plays a former rodeo champion
who is reduced to promoting a breakfast
cereal. During a 1.as Vegas promotion
show, Redford discovers that a once
great racehorse has been pumped full
of drugs to make him docile. In a
wonderful scene, Redford rides the
horse through a line of chorus girls,
past the crap tables, through the
flashing neon of Vegas, and into the
frontiers of Utah.
Pursued by the heartless corporation
who owns the multi-million dollar horse
Redford and Fonda attempt to set the
horse free . Throughout, the scenes
with Redford and Fonda are pure magic .
Good supporting performances are
a l so supplied by country singer Willie
Nelson and John Saxon as the chief
corporate scoundrel. In addition, a
first-class chase scene is included.
--Brian Frumkin
slater, noted advocate for wcm:m' s suffr
12 . Porter J. McComber, JD 1880, North Dakota
13. Homer Ferguson, JD 1913, Michigan
14. Rice W. Means, JD 1901, Colorado
15 ~ Ernest W. Gibson, JD 1901, Venoont
16 . Martha Griffith, JD 1940, US Rep.--Michig
17. Charles W. Waterman, JD 1889, Colorado
18. l"fichigan Law Ahmni, 58th Congress
19. Benjamin J. Snively, JD 1886, Indiana
20 . George Sutherland, Class of 1904, Utah
21 . Joseph V. Qrarles, JD 1867, Wisconsin
22. Alexander Wiley, 1907, -Wisconsin
23. Charles A. Towne, JD 1881, Minnesota
24. Robert P. Griffin, JD 1950, Michigan
25. Philip A. Hart, JD 1937, }'fj_chigan
26. Sheridan Downey, JD 1907, California
27. Arthur H. Vandenberg, 1904, .LLD 1938,
Michigan .
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IIUlarcl llllmore'l Ghod
by Marc Abrams

All right now, all you
people out there--it's
time to 'fess up. How
many of you actually
bought for yourself or
someone else, or got as
a gift this Christmas or
Chanukah, the book, The
Brethren?
I mean, its not really anything to be ashamed
about . It was a perfectly normal reaction.
You all gave in and went with the fad, with the
easy thing to do. In the same situation, many
of us might have done the same thing. I'm sure,
if you were Catholic, you promptly went to confession:
"Forgive me, Father, for I have sinned."
"What is it, my daughter?"
"I actually bought The ·Brethren."
"That's perfectly all right. You're only
human. Even He might have done the same. Take
Fed Courts and call me in the morning."
If you are Jewish or Unitarian, you didn't
have to see a priest. You were all too consumed with guilt already.
"Ayyyarrgh! I can't believe I did that! Oh,
what a shit I am! I'll burn for this. I just
know I will. It's National Enquirer crap, done
up to look fancy, but I gave in. I read it. I
even looked at the centerfold with the staples
neatly covering up Harry Blackmun's navel .•• "
Those of you of other religions, though,
might have been able to recover from the trauma.
Some of you might even have admitted to enjoying
the book without feeling guilty. Good for you.
You lucky souls might even be interested in the
follow-up items planned now that the fighting
nine have become the hott e st sex symbols since
Woodward and Bernstein or Suzzanne Sonuners in
her Ace Hardware Santa Claus mini-skirt. The
Fillmore Research Corporation, a fully owned
subsidiary of the M.F. 's G. Consumer Group,
has done some scouting around, and has come up
with a list of the marketing projects set to
further peddle the Supreme Court in . the months
ahead:
Dartboards. To compete with the ever popular
Khomieni model, Gristmill Manufacturers is
coming out with two models, one of the Chief
Justice, and one of Associate Justice Brennan,
for those of you who don't like a squealer.
Posters. In response to the question, "How
fat is Thurgood Marshall?", Dell is corning out
jwith a full-length pin-up of old T.M., wherein
ihe will be seen stripped to the navel, with a
\

coke spoon dangling in his chest hairs. You
will be able to judge the judge, and make your
own determination of his bulk. Winners of the
contest will get a large jar of jelly beans
which they can use at parties to guess how many
jelly beans are in the jar. Winners of that
contest will receive •••
Two free tickets to the upcoming production
of Brethrertmania. Not the real Brethren, but an
amazing simulation. Nine prancing black-robed
old men will cavort and squeal on each other
before your very eyes while rendering some of
their most famous numbers from the past ten
years such as "You're Gonna Lose Those Tapes,"
"If I Could Read Your Mind, Don Hewitt," "Witchdoctor Bakke," and other classics.
ABC has announced that it will start, as a
mid-season replacement for "Hello, Larry," a
new smash comedy, "The Brethren". A situation
comedy, the show will focus on the lives and
laughs of nine zany old men who just happen to
sit on the highest court of the land. Tentative casting includes George Burns as Harry
Blackmun, Art Carney as Whizzer White, Henry
Fonda as the Chief, Lee Strasberg as Powell,
and MacLean Stevenson as Billy Renquist.
And as if this wasn't enough, there's the
sequel to contend with. Brethren II.
Just when you thought it was safe to go back
into the bookstore .•.
(Exclusive Extra to Fillmore:)
A source in the know has revealed that every
one of the U.M. Law faculty who served under
a Burger Court Justice willingly talked with
the staff of Messrs. Woodward and Armstrong.
We have discovered what some of them told the
authors that did not make it into the book.:
"William 0. Douglas was a mean man, mean to
others, mean to his harem of 47 wives which he
rotated on a formula based upon humidity and
the Dow Jones average, and mean to himself.
But most of all, he was cruel to his clerks.
He made them wear horn-rimmed classes, and always put a tablespoon of brewer's yeast in
their Ovaltine. He made them bow three times
in his direction each morning, and conducted
exercises in which they committed self-flagellation with silken whips.
"However, Mr. Justice Douglas could also be a
good man, and a kind father figure. He was
well known for treating his clerks to a banana
split at the end of their service, and presenting them with Warren Burger dartboards."
"Louis Powell--giggle--never wanted to be on
Continued on p.l2
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L.s.s.s. Rotes1
The LEXIS schedule for this term is:
The Senate held its first meeting of the term
on Jan. 15. I t gave effie ial recoginition to
Monday:
Consulting: Sam - llam
the Law School Civil Rights Council. A request
Training: llam-lpm; "6pm-8pm
to give BLSA $154 for overruns on orientation
Tuesday:
Consulting 8am,..9am; llam-lpm
expenses was defeated, but the Senate agreed
Training:
9am-llam; 6pm-8pm;
to transfer $100 from BLSA's convention allo8p~-lOpm
cation to its orientation budget. It is the
policy of the Senat.e not to fund expenditures
Wednesday: Consulting: 8am-9am;l2-2pm;
after the fact.
8pm-10pm
Speakers Committee is tentatively bringing
Training 9am-llam; 6pm-8pm
in Coleman Young and Ralph Smith to speak at
!hursday: Consulting: 8am-llam; 7pm-9p
the Law School. LSSS needs a faculty meeting
Training: 9pm-llpm
representative and a representative to the State
Bar of Michigan Law Student Division. AppliFrid~y:
Training: 8am-10am; lOam-noo
cations are available at the LSSS office and
12-2pm; 6pm-8pm.
should be submitted by 6 p.m. Thursday. Senate
LEXIS is a computerized legal researc
office hours are posted. Meetings this term
service
available for use by members of
will be on Thrusday at 6:15, usually in Room
the
law
school community. To receive
246 H.H.
----------------------------------~--------~training on LEXIS, sign up for a two

hour training session by putting your
p~me on the sign-up sheet which is
NEWS AND NOTICES Continued from p.4
posted outside the LEXIS room, 310 L.R.
During
consulting hours, a consultant
The Women Law Students Association will
will
be
available to help LEXIS users
elect one representative to the NATIONAL
with their rese~rch and questions.
CONFERENCE ON WOMEN AND THE LAW. The
Users who would like to work without
Conference will be in San Francisco this
year, from Feb 28 through March 2. WLSA interruptions can sign up for a halfhour block of time between 8pm and
will pay air fare to San Francisco for
midnight on Friday evenings. The reone representative.
served time sign-up sheet is also
The representative will need to pay
posted outside of Room 310 L.R.
accommodations while attending the conLEXIS is operative Bam to 2pm and
ference. Anyone who feels they can reSpm to midnight on weekdays, and 8ampresent women at U-M Law School, who
would be willing to write up a report on 10pm on weekends. At all times other
than reserved time and times when
the Conference, and who can pay the
people are being trained, LEXIS is
balance of the cost of the trip, should
available on a first come, first served
sign up on the WLSA bulletin board by
basis.
Tuesday, Jan 22 at 5 p.m. Women law
Students are encouraged to vote for a
representative on Thursday, Jan 23.
Watch for signs in Hutchins Hall concern~
*
ing election details.
Information concerning the Conference
is available in the WLSA Office.
at once, was his responsibility, as was the
ti~e when he convinced Burger that he was
the court. He had had to give up a mojor pracclother under the robe, i.n the fashion--giggletise specializing in wealth to take up the robes, of Kings, when in fact he was naked. When Burand although he felt he did it for his President ger took off his robe in the Court dining room,
and his country, he always resented it. Powell
w~11--giggle--you can imagine what happened."
--giggle--always--cough--had the habit of ex~~F.'s G. would love to reveal the sources of
pressing his resentment by reverting to childthese quotes, as well as give you the rest of
hodd. The disastrous handing down of the Weber
the ones we collected, but, after all, this is
case, in which the whoopee cushions all went off a , family paper.
FILLMORE'S GHOST CONTINUED FROM P.ll
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SPORTS

POLL

Welcome back sports fans! I hope everyone had an enjoyable
break. The Bowl Poll found Mark Tanoury as;.. the winner with a 10 5 Mark (.667). The loser of the holiday poll was Phil Dutt with a
dismal 3- 12 mark (.200). The average score was a dissapointing
6 - 9 (.400). Mark's prize is one free pitcher of beer to be provided
by Rick~s American Cafe, located at 611 Church st. Our thanks go out
to Rick's who has kindly agreed to continue sponsoring the sports poll.
Mark can pick up his voucher any day at the LSSS office.
This semester I will continue to publish a sports poll consisting
primarily of college basketball games. If you would like to see
some pro basketball and/or hockey incorporated into the poll, please
leave a , note in the entry box. The rules remain the same, circle .
the winners and cross out the losers. PLEASE NOTE: Entries are due
by 12 N6on Fridai•
(All college basketball)
Tennessee (5t) at Alabama
American u. (18i) at Georgetown
Oregon St. at California (7t)
Kent st. (11t) at Cent. Michigan
Clemson (4t) at N. Carolina
Kansas at Colorado (1y)
Columbia (5~) at Cornell
Evansville (22y) at Depaul
Duke at Pittsburgh (7i)
Rutgers (14i) at Duquesne
Toledo at East. Miohigan (6i)
Florida St. (12!) ft Louisville
LSU at Florida (13t) ~Michigan St. (9f) at Illinois
~Purdue (2f) at Indiana
~Minnesota (lOt) at Iowa
Georgia (13!) at Kentucky
Marquette (4t) at s. Carolina
Maryland (8f) at Notre Dame

Miami,

o. (9f) at West.. Michigan

at Northwestern (5y)
Auburn (5i) at Mississippi
Missouri (lf) at Oklahoma
N. Carolina St. (6t) at Virginia
.j(Wisconsin (17y) at Ohio St.
Rice (16i) at Arkansas
Utah at San Diego St. (2f)
Villanova (8f) at St. Johns
Wake Forest at Georgia Tech (3t)
Arizona St. (i) at Arizona
Baylor (9t) at Houston
Southern u. (15t) at Dayton
New Orleans (231) at Jacksonville
Nef>raska (9f) at Kansas St.
Oral Roberts C5t) at Loyola (Ill)
~Michigan

•Tie Breaker: How many total points will be scored in the 5 big ten games?
Name: _________________________

1\Torts Spews .
ALL SPORTS STANDINGS (af.ter 1st Semester)
DSD"A"
LAP DOGS
DENTAL DERELICTS
MBA GREEN
TRASH
DSD"C"
MBA WHITE
MBA RED

773
766
555
515
309
297
297
265
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MONDAY, January 21
- PAD Book Exchange - Unsold books and
money will be returned from llam to lp~
in room 200 H.H. and on Mon, Jan 28.
If you cannot pick up your books or $$
at these times, call either Jim Stroo
at 769-8004 or- Gordon Tanner at 668-0360.
- Executive Board meeting - chairpersons of all connnittees and organizations.
7:00 p.m. in th~ Faculty Dining Room.
WEDNESDAY, January 23
- Law School Da:rocrats - Joe Genereux, a
first year student who administered
the 1976 party caucuses for the Iowa
Democratic Party will discuss the results of Monday's caucuses in Iowa. Joe
has been in Iowa recently working on
the Kennedy campaign. Brown bag at Noon
in the Faculty Dining room.
- Christian Law Students - 4pm Cook Rm.
.- Yearbook meeting for those interested
in putting out a yearbook this year.
4 p.m. in LSSS office.

LAWBOOK NE
With this Issue of the Rea Oeatee,
the University Cellar begins a
Prottram of advertising dlrectetl
to the law atudent. Watch thla
apace for announcements Of new
edition a, special offers, and Juat
pfaln advert Iaing.

l
THURSDAY, January 24
I
- PAD Luncheon - Margaret Leary will
bring slides, pictures and information
on the new library addition. Come ask
any questions at 12 noon in · the Faculty!
Dining Room. All are welcome. Spring I
Orientation will be sometime in March.
- Placement Committee Meeting Rm. 212
at Noon.
- All women law students interested in
joining a support group this semester
should come to an organizational meetin
today at 4 p.m. in the WLSA office.
FRIDAY, January 25
- Environmental Law Society - General
organizational meeting. New members
welcome. Winter semester projects
to be planned. Room 120 H.H. 12:301:30 p.m.
- Social Committee sponsors. another great
cocktail party in the Lawyers Club Lounge fran
3:30-5:30. Everyone is welcane!

